Professor Dr.-Ing. Werner Gitt is a retired German scientist who
A key proof that the Bible is, as it claims to be, the Word of God is
its prophetic content. The Scriptures are full of both direct and
indirect prophecies that expose its supernatural origins. Possibly
included among these are two statements in the book of Revelation
(the last book of the Bible) which seem to anticipate live, global
coverage of events. For instance, it says about the Lord’s return:
“Behold, He is coming with clouds, AND EVERY EYE WILL SEE
HIM…” (Rev.1:7).

And then a second statement records the

martyrdom of two men in Jerusalem. It says, “Then those from the
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peoples, tribes, tongues, and nations will SEE their dead
bodies…” (11:9). It would seem from these verses that global news
coverage by the media is anticipated in the Bible since all people
see them and not just hear of them.

He believes that, “the Bible is not only a suitable, but also the
ABSOLUTELY

ESSENTIAL

interpretative

framework

for

understanding the world, and all life in it. No science can work
without suitable premises. I now know, too, that our lives will not
If so, who could have grasped such a thing back in the first century

work apart from the premises in the Bible, given us by our Creator.”

when the last book of the Bible was written? But today 24-hour news

So, science doesn’t cancel out a belief in God, after all! And this

and internet coverage are a part of our daily life. Amazing!

scientist certainly believes that the Bible is “given us by our Creator”.

